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REFLECTIONS ON THE LAW OF
THE RABBIS: PART III
Matrices and Dimensions

STRUCTURE AND UNFOLDING

Integration

It is not only its inspired substantive content that makes

halakhah the expression of Judaism's ethic of mercy, peace and joy,
and the striving for perfection. The structure of halakhah as such,
and the format that its process of continuous unfolding has taken,
ensure a flexible, compassionate sensitivity to the situation of man
and to the starkness of his predicaments. The structure is one of ten-
sion and apposition, of a constant modulation of stress that creates a
tight framework of checks and balances to safeguard the supreme
significance with which Judaism endows existence.

We have already pointed to Judaism's concurrent, integrative
emphasis on Oral and Written Torah. By the insistence that both
derive, simultaneously, from Sinai, the fluid body of Torah she-b'al-
peh is empowered with a legitimacy of interpretation, amendation,
madulation, and extension of the principles posited in Scripture. An
analogous thrust of integration unifies halakhah and much of
aggadah in both realms of Torah. The parallelism of focus is per-
vasive, the Law punctuated by tension: divine desire, and the con-
fines of human capacity; the canon of Torah, Written and Oral, and
the openendedness of Israel's struggle in each generation to receive
and perpetuate the tradition, vitally and faithfully; the generality of
tenet and precept, and the requirement to adjudicate specifically on
the basis of the nuanced case at hand12-halakhic authorities may
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offer sweeping homilies on conduct and belief, but they are com-
pelled to render decision specifically in light of the concatenation of
circumstances that distinguish each instance, and frequently the

opinions of rabbinic judges on a given issue diverge and conflict.
Posited side by side are the priorities of early rendition, and of the
most recent formulation, the significance both of the majority ruling
and of the dissenting minority position.124 Coexisting are the stress
on norms which the individual must labor to meet, and the weight
placed on individuality of religious experience within halakhah and
on spontaneity in personal confrontation with the Creator. 125 From

out of the tension, Torah is forged.

The Tools and the Daring

Although the canon of the Oral Law was completed at the end
of the Fifth Century, in a very real sense the Oral Law remains open,
through Gaonim, Rishonim, Aharonim, to our day. 126 The thrust,
the ends, the process, and the tools have held true.

The allegation is frequently made that the Law, admittedly
dynamic and responsive in its early period, has "frozen" and long
ceased to be applicable.l2 The charge springs from ignorance, and
the contrast of epochs is false. Mishnah and Gemara afford for all
times a repertoire not only of moral and legal principles, but also of
the rules and conventions of halakhah's unfolding. These bylaws of
procedure are surpassingly l1exible and farsighted. They build into
the system of halakhah the means of coping with the emergencies of

the hour, and they introduce into the total halakhic framework the
possibility of remedies extraordinary to normal due process. 1 28

The authority exercised by the Sages for amendation and ad-
justment was extensive. The Rabbis' often daringly novel in-
terpretations of Scriptural law and the enactments they institute,
positive and negative (takkanot and gezerot) are binding (with the
stipulation that there may not be imposed on the community "a
hardship which the majority cannot endure"129 or a measure causing
appreciable loss or onerousnessI30), effectively no less so in many in-
stances than Scriptural commandments.131 Promulgated in the far-
reaching sense and interest of Torah, and in its defense at times of
laxity and erosion, their extraordinary decisions often tend, in ef-
fect, to suspend, transmute, or add to specific Sinaitic injunctions
and their own pro forma jurisprudence, and they shape the future
architecture of halakhah. Cases in point are numerous in talmudic
literature; only a few are cited here in illustration.

Biblical law demands that loans not be denied on request prior
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to the Sabbatical Year, which releases the debtor from the obligation
of return. 132 When this call of Scripture came to be widely ignored in
practice, Hillel the Elder formulated a legal device, the prosbul,
which enabled creditors to claim debts even after the year of release
(by placing the bond before onset of that year into the jurisdiction of
the court).133 Subsequent generations of Sages took a liberal stance
to the takkanah's specifications, and the leniency was incorporated
in post-talmudic codification.

There are structured extensively into talmudic law, and into its
subsequent elaborations and arrangements, provisions for self-
redress in civil litigation and for prerogatives of duly constituted
courts that modulate and extend the relevant Scriptural juris-
prudence.134

It is already stated in the Mishnah that unusual steps must be
taken to relieve the plight of a married woman whose husband has
presumably died, but of whose demise there is uncertain documen-
tation. Such a woman is "tied," an agunah, and may not remarry
lest it turn out that the first husband is, after all, alive. to extricate
her from this limbo, the Rabbis relax drastically the norms of
evidence and witness in establishing the man's death,135 and set a
standard of leniency and plasticity to the present in matters per-
taining to all states of agunah. 136

The Amora Resh Lakish stated: "There are times when the sup-
pression of the Torah may be the foundation of the Torah, for it is
written, 'Which thou didst break' 137 (the tablets of the Law received
by Moses at Sinai): The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses,
'Thou didst well to break!' "m It is of particular interest that Rashi
reads this Talmudic passage as enjoining the interruption of Torah
study for the sake of performing a religious obligation, such as ac-
companying a deceased person to buriaL. This reading echoes similar
talmudic enjoinders, for example the cessation of study to perform
the Mitzvah of leading a bride to the wedding canopy. 139

To Live in Them

The Talmud turns to the verse "Ye shall therefore keep My
statutes and My judgements; whieh if a man do, he shall live in
them"140 to develop the principle that the commandments of Torah
are given to live by. The consideration is cardinaL. It stands at the
pivot of the Sages' efforts to define which Laws in the Torah may
and which may not be transgressed where death is the alternative to
obedience.141 It is at the heart of this painstaking care with which the
Rambam draws the line between permissible and forbidden com-
pliance with idolatrous acts exacted upon the threat of death. 142
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The equilibrium for which the Rabbis strive to assure that the
Jew may live in his fealty to Torah is lucidly exemplified in the
following passage:

R. Ishmael, R. Akiba and R. Eleazar b. Azariah were once on a journey, with
Levi ha-Saddar and R. Ishmael son of R. Eleazet b. Azariah following them.
Then this question was asked of them: Whence do we know that in the case of
danger to human life the laws of the Sabbath arc suspended? - R. Ishmael
answered and said "If a thief be found breaking in" 143 (in which case it is
lawful to kill him, in reasonable fear that the invader may attack). Now if in
the case of this one it is doubtful whether he has come to take money or life;
and although the shedding of blood pollutes the land, so that the Shechinah
departs from Israel, yet it is lawful to save oneself at the cost of his life -
how much more may one suspend the laws of the Sabbath to save human life!
R. Akiba answered and said: "If a man come presumptuously upon his neigh-
bor . . . thou shalt take him from My altar, that he may die," 144 i.e., only off
the altar, but not down from the altar (if it is a priest come to perform his ser-
vice, one may remove him, but if he had already begun the service, he may
not be taken down); and in connection therewith Rabbah b. Bar Hana said in
the name of R. Bohanan: That was taught only when one's life is to be for-
feited, but one may take one down even from the altar to save life (if a priest,
in another instance, is believed to have evidence that may prove a condemned
man's innocence at the last moment, he may be takcn down from the altar
even after having already commenced the service); now if in the case of this
one, where it is doubtful whether there is any substance in his words or not,
yet (he interrupts) the service in the Temple (which is important enough to)
suspend the Sabbath, how much more should the saving of human life
suspend the Sabbath laws! R. Eleazar answered and said: If circumcision,
which affects but one only of the two hundred and forry-eight members of the
human body, suspends the Sabbath, how much more shall (the saving of) the
whole body suspend the Sabbath! R. Jose son of R. Judah said: "Only ye

shall keep My Sabbaths;" 145 one might assume under all circumstances,
therefore the text reads: "Only" viz., allowing for exceptions. R. Jonathan b.
Joseph said: "For it is holy unto you;,,146 i.e., it (the Sabbath) is committed
to your hands, not you to its hands. R. Simeon b. Menassia said: "And the
children of Israel shall keep the Sabbath." 147 The Torah said: Profane for his
sake one Sabbath, so that he may keep many Sabbaths. Rab Judah said in the
name of Samuel: If I had been there, I should have told them something bet-
ter than what they said: "He shall live by them," 148 but he shall not die
because of them. Raba said: (The exposition) of all of them could be refuted,
except that of Samuel, which cannot be refuted. "149

The Moment's Exigency

The Rabbis justify Elijah's sacrificing on an improvised altarl50
despite the prohibition against offerings at sites other than the Tem-
ple, by invoking the rule of "need of the hour" (hora'at sha'ah):

"Come and hear: 'Unto him shall ye hearken'151 (referring to a true
prophet), even if he tells you 'Transgress any of all the com-
mandments of the Torah!' as in the case, for instance, of Elijah on
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Mount Carmel, obey him in every respect in accordance with the
needs of the hour!"152 In the discussion immediately preceding and
following this gemara, and in other passagesl53 where Rabbinic

teaching disaccords with a plain reading of Scripture on the grounds
of hora 'at sha 'ah, the Rabbis are at pains to present their institution
as being not in violation of the Law, but as permissible and
necessary derivatives, corollaries, or exceptionalities subsumcd

within its framework. Innovation is not essayed lightly and is not to
be taken as general precedent for revision; rather, it is warranted in
specific circumstances where the mandatory interests of the com-
munity are at stake, or where the Torah must be safeguarded and
reinforced, a protective hedge erected around it-"the exigencies of
the hour demanded it;,,154 "not with the intention of disregarding
the Torah but (on the contrary) in order to make a fence around
it.,,155

To similar effect-to preserve a community and to strengthen

its allegiance to Torah-a sentence in Psalms is given a unique
reading to serve as point of departure for various Rabbinic statutes:
"It says 'It is time to work for the Lord, they have made void Thy
law.,156 R. Nathan says: (This means) they have made void Thy law
because it is a time to work for the Lord." 157 The gemara goes on to
clarify: "It says 'it is time to work for the Lord, they have made void
Thy law.' Raba said: The first clause of this verse can be taken as ex-
plaining the second, and the second can be taken as explaining the
first. 'The first clause may be taken as cxplaining the second,' thus:
It is time to work for the Lord. Why? Because they have made void
Thy law. 'The second clause may be taken as explaining the first,'
thus: They have made void Thy law. Why? Because it is time to work
for the Lord. ,,158 On the strength of this principle, the Sages

acquiesce in reducing the oral tradition to writing-"It is better that

one letter of the Torah (i.e., the proscription against committing the
oral tradition to writing, based on Exodus 34:27) should be uprooted
than that the whole Torah should be forgotten,,159-and legitimize,
retroactively, the wearing of the priestly garments outside the Tem-
ple precincts by Simeon the Just on way to his fateful meeting with
Alexander the Great, approaching to destroy the House of God.160

Thus, Rabbis as well as Prophcts are seen prepared to act, in ex-
traordinary circumstances, to abolish a commandment of Torah so
as to preserve Torah in entirety.

Initiative and Creativity

It must be stressed that the sensitivity of the Sages to need and
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circumstance, and their readiness to respond to them, are not em-
bodied in ordinances outside of and disassociated from the Oral

Law. Rather, they are expressed within the global entity of torah
she-llal-peh, given structure as adjunctive legal vehicles which in-

termesh with the regular corpus of halakhah. The Sages find in
Scripture the roots of thcir authority for legislative initiative and
creativity. Although there is retained the principle of distinction be-
tween the primary, closed jurisprudence of Written Torah and the
decision-making processes of the Rabbis, the disparity is often more
theoretic than real: The enactments impelled by the Rabbis in the
spirit of Torah, as well as their Biblical exegesis, enter the main-

stream of halakhah; their intrepid and far-reaching expositions

become principle and means for further unfolding; and even the ex-
ceptions they posit to their hermeneutical guidelines form bases for
self-standing hakakhic rules of future import.

The dynamism, and complexity, of the legislative interaction
between the Rabbis and the Written Torah is succinctly summarized
by Professor Mcnchem Elon, Justice of the Supreme Court of Israel,
in his essay on takkanot:

A takkanah is a directive enacted by the halakhic scholars, or other com-
petent body, enjoying the force of law. It constitutes one of the legal sources
of Jewish law. A law which has its creative sourcc in a takkanah serves as thc
motivated addition of a new norm to the overall halakhic system, whereas a
law originating from the legal source of midrash (exegesis, i.e., from con-
struing a biblical passage or other existing law) scrvcs to reveal the concealed
content of existing law within the aforementioned system. The consequence
of this substantive difference between these two legal sources of Jewish law is
that a law crcatcd by means of Bible exegesis mostly belongs to the category

of laws called doraita, whereas a law deriving from takkanah always belongs
to the category called de-rabbanan. The takkanah in Jewish law is akin to that
part of legislation which in other legal systems is terminated subordinate. The
Written Torah is the constitution-the supreme legislation-of Jewish law,

and in the Torah itself power is delegated to the halakhic scholars to enact
takkanot. . .. The authority of the halakhic scholars to enact takkanot is

said to derive from the Pentateuchal enjoinder, "According to the law which
they shall teach thee and according to the judgement which they shall tell
thee, thou shalt do; thou shalt not turn aside from the sentence which they

shall declare unto thee, to the right hand, nor to the left" (Deut. 17: 1 1), or,
according to another opinion, to the enjoinder, "Ask thy father and he will
deelare unto thee, thine elders, and they wil tell thee" (ibid., 32:7; Shabo 23a;

Yad, Mamrim i: 1-2; Hassagot Ramhan Ie-SeIer ha-Mitzvot, Principle 1).
The authority of the scholars to impose gezerot . . . is held to have been en-
trusted to them in the enjoinder, "Therefore shall ye keep My charge" (Lev.
18:30), interpreted to mean, "Make a safeguard to keep My charge" (Sifra,
Aharei Mot 10:22; Yev. 2la). . . .

. . . in making their enactments the scholars are prohibited from acting
within the sphere of primary legislation since this is the domain of Pen-
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tateuchal enactment alone, which is everlasting and stands for all time. The
legislative activity of the scholars is operative only in the areas of subordinate
legislation, in which area they are authorized and enjoined to make enact-
ments and decress of a transient naturc-"as a temporary measure" (Ie-jï
sha'ah; hora'al sha'ah; etc.)-but not to lay down immutable directions

(although this distinction is theoretical only, having regard to the very many
lakkanol which have become transformed into an integral part of the laws
comprising the halakhic system and havc been accepted as decided law in the
Talmud and codificatory literature). .. . The basic principle underlying the
legislative activities of the halakhic scholars also serves as the basis for the
other legal sources of the halakha, namely, that the Torah and its continuing
creativity was entrusted to the authority of the halakhic scholars (Ram ban,
Deut. 17: ii). This exelusive authority led the halakhic scholars to a complete
identification with the spirit and purpose of the Torah. Such an identification
at once obliged them to act with great care and responsibility in their exercise
of the legislative function, while also rendering possible their enactment of
daring and decisive lakkanol when persuaded that these indeed reflected the
spirit and purpose of the Torah. With the sense of responsibility of a
physician, untrusted with the well-being and pcrfcction of the halakhah (Yad,
Mamrim 2:4), the halakhic scholars made penetrating and far-reaching
statements which have become well-known maxims of the halakhah. . . .161

And, it must cmphasized: As Scriptural law was interprcted and
modified by the Sages, so have their readings and decisions often
been transmuted in the codificatory literature and later rabbinic
writing. In practice, the demands of halakhah on the Jew are the
demands formulated in the totality of the halakhic search to his time
and as they are addressed to him by the rabbinic authorities of his
moment and place.

The Span of Generations

The pliancy of halakhic responsiveness and elaboration remains
fully evident in the deliberations of the rishonim. The tenets and
rules of halakhic flexibility laid down in the Talmud are sub-
stantiated and buttressed in thcir literature (see the citations in the
passage of Elon quoted above), and the rishonim avail themselves

categorically of the talmudic guidelines for ongoing adaptation.
Only a few instances nced be cited in illustration.

Maimonides is categorical in reaffirming the hora'at sha'ah
principle:

"If a court of law sees it appropriate, according to the conditions of the time,
to abrogate a positive commandment (of the Torah) or to transgress a
negative one so as to bring back the many to religion or to save many in Israel
from failing otherwise, then the court must act according to the exigency. Just
as a physician amputates arm or leg so that the patient may live, so at times
the court must instruct to infringe on some commandments, as by the need of
the hour, so that all the commandments shall come to bc observed. . . .,,162
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Tosafot163 accent the concept vigorously. Thus, where cir-

cumstance is pressing, halakhic authorities are empowered even to
uproot ("lakor'j a commandment of the Torah-despite the
talmudic decision that whereas the Sages may, in unusual cir-
cumstances, degree abstention from the performance of an
obligation, they may not enjoin the doing of a forbidden act. 164
Clearly prepared to exercise the duty of uprooting a particular mit-
svah in the interests of a larger good, the rabbis take heed to

neutralize the onus of specific change and to disallow its reading as
generalized provision. "It is not an uprooting of a word of Torah,"
argue Tosafot on behalf of the psak that a single witness, rather than
the usually required two, suffice to attest a man's death so that his
wife will not be left agunah: the liberalization is prompted by a self-
evident reasonability of circumstance! 165 Yet in the same passages,

there is simultaneously the bold reassertion of the right to uproot
where the need arises. Clearly, the rabbis are poignantly aware of the
dilemma, and their actions of loosening halakhic bonds are takcn in
awe of the decision's gravity.

And yet the courage to monitor the Law's unfolding in line with
its archetypic thrust of mercy and compassion and acceptance of
human reality remains characteristic of the Rishonim. They confirm
in other respects the liberalization of the rules of witness to a
husband's death.166 They relax the halakhic duty of benedictions at
the IDeal for laborers whose sustenance is provided by the employer,
because of their involvement in the delegated task.167 They ease the

proscription against commerce with gentiles immediately before one
of their religious cclebrations (lest idolators praise their gods for suc-
cess achieved in the transaction) seeing that the Christian calendar

devotes every day of the year to celebration of a saint, and that strict
adherence to talmudic law would thus make trade impossible;168
and, more broadly, they characterize, for halakhic purposes, the am-
bient faiths of Christianity and Islam as not falling truly within the
definition of rank idolatry. 169

The tension between loyalty to what has come before in
halakhah and what the exigencies of the moment seem to prescribe in
the inclusive spirit of halakhah is set forth beautifully in the
following pages from the Maharsha dealing with the situation of
agunah:

"There appear in this tractatc (Yevamot) matters that astound, at first sight,
in suggesting an uprooting of the Torah. . . and therefore the Tractate con-
eludes with the midrash "the scholars increase peace in the world" . . . for it
is not an uprooting of the Torah, but rather a matter that pertains to the at-
tribute of peace. . . for perhaps he (the husband's brother) wil not want to
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release her (the widow, by halitsah) and perhaps she may not want him (to
take hcr in marriage), and she wil become an agunah; and that is not peace
. . . and it is said "may there be great peace to the lovers of Your Torah" . . .
and thus this is not an uprooting but rather of the quality of peace, that a
woman not be agunah. And it is written (of the Torah) "her ways are ways of
pleasance, and all her paths peace" . . . and "God gives strength to His
people," and therefore it is not an uprooting, for the Holy One blessed be He,
gave strength and power to His people, who are the scholars, so that they
shall make it light in this matter, for "the Lord blesses His people with

peace" . . . and there is no pcace if she will be agunah . . . and in this manner
Scripture interprets the verse "the Lord shall (lift) His face to you," even to
the uprooting of a commandment of the Torah. . . ." 170

Much must bc ventured and risked, then, for the sake of peace,
within thc halakhic universe. This consideration, and a realistic
responsiveness to the human condition in all its aspects, underlies the
sweeping facilitations effected by Gaonim and Rishonim in a variety
of commercial, marital, and legal contingencies. 171

The allegation of foes of halakhah that the Law has fossilized,
if not with the closing of the Talmud then certainly after the period
of the Rishonim, is false. The dynamism-in-mercy of the unfolding
of Torah has not ceased.

The prototype principles of adaptation and sympathetic un-

derstanding, and thc tools of their application, remain central in the
halakhic fabric, and the Law perseveres as a law of life for the living.
The evidence is plain on even casual familiarity with the halakhic
process of our day; again, only a few allusions can here be offered to

make the point.
As before, communities have the right to formulate takkanot in

times of need; the right is excrcised, witness in our generation the
decrces promulgated by kehillot trapped in the night of the
Holocaust. 

17 The halakhic Jew sought halakhic guidance even at the

portals of death, in the German ghettos of Eastern Europe and in the
cxtermination camps, and the record of the response is searing. 

17

As before, custom (minhag) enters into the totality of Jewish
jurisprudence; and, as before, specific halakhic questions are con-

sidered not in the abstract but in light of each particular case, and
the replies given more often than not distinguished by broad

variation of opinion and ruling. The variabilty itself attests to the
constant flux and search intrinsic in the corpus of the Law.

It may be instructive to trace to recent times the lines of this
responsive flexibility in one small but telling area of Jewish life: in
his work of responsa, Zemach Zedek, Rabbi Menachem Mendel
Krochmal writes:
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At one time, the gentile vendors of fish increased their price, for they saw the
Jews intent on buying in honor of the Shabbat, without care to the cost. And
therefore the community decided that no one would purchase fish for two
months. My students asked me whether it was permissible to take this step,
for the matter is one of honoring the Shabbai. And I replied that the com-
munity did well. . . cvcn though honoring the Shabbat is m'd'oraita . . . for
the poor with no means wil find themselves in straits attempting to honor the
Shabbat! How can they buy, seeing they have not the wherewithal . . .
therefore it is good to have decreed against acquiring fish for several Shab-
bats, so that the price wil lower, and then even the poor shall once again be
able to honor the Shabbat with the fish on the table. . . this is "It is time to
work for the Lord, they have made void Thy law" . . . and thus it is written
"better that one Shabbat be profaned, so that many Shabbats shall be

k t" 174ep .

The writer remembers his father, Rav of Wr. Neustadt and Neunkir-
chen, consulting with his community to similar effect during the
Depression, when lcss affuent kehillah members often had to con-
tent themselves with small salt fish in honor of the seventh day. He
remembers, too, his father frowning for hours over halakhic
volumes in search of a ruling that would, after all, just permit him to
pronounce kasher the hen with a suspect blemish brought to him for
examination from the slaughterer; in reply to the question "Father,
should you stretch the Law so, when it really looks like the bird is
tref?" the Rav would sigh" Any fool can make this chicken unfit,
what's needed is someone to find it right after all; do you know how
many people in that family are awaiting to have it on the table
tonight?" And this year Jerusalem, several hasidic rebbes let it be
known that their followers were expected to refrain from an ex-
travagant etrog for Sukkot, and from a new shtreiml, the gauging of
prices having placed these articles beyond the reach of most.

Rising to face his congregation in the synagogue in Vilna on
Yom Kippur, 1848, the founder of the mussar-yeshivah movement,
Rabbi Israel Salanter, partook of food. It was a matter of pikuah
nefesh. A cholera epidemic was devastating the city and the stress of
fasting would add to the danger of contagion, but the people nceded
the Rav's personal example before they were ready to fulfill the mit-
svah of preserving life.

It was a matter of pikuah nefesh that faced the writer at
Hadassah Hospital in Jerusalem on another Yom Kippur, in 1973.

He was told to establish a bank of human skin for severely burnt
soldiers. Skin grafts are the wound dressing most apt to provide a
life-saving respite during which autochthonous healing can take
place. The taking of human tissuc for transplants poses halakhic
questions, however, and a leading authority was consulted. The rab-
bi heard the case carefully, and issued a sweeping heter (permission)
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to act during the emergency solely by the dictates of medical

necessity. As the writer was about to leave, the rabbi asked whether
his duties required him to be at the hospital on the Shabbat. To the
affirmative reply, the rabbi questioned whether he traveled to get
there. The writer admitted, hesitatingly, that he did-the distance
from his home was many miles-but that he attempted to do so
unobtrusivcly. The rabbi shook his head: "No, you are missing a
point. You should travel proudly. Wear the largest kippah you have,
so that all will see an observant Jew honor the mitsvah of rendering
medical aid even if you must violate the Shabbat to do so! The trans-
gression itself then takes on the nature of a proud religious duty."

Pikuah nefesh plays a pivotal role in current halakhic con-
siderations on means of birth control; so does another concern,

which illustrates the sensitivity of the Judaic legal process, now as
before: devices that disturb the spontaneity and dignity of sexual

union are, for these reasons in themselves, regarded with greater

stringency than those not so interfering .175

Retrenchment and Holding

Halakhah has not stagnated. What is true is that it has tended to
consolidate, some of its spokesmen inclining to a greater con-
servatism especially in the years since the Napoleonic wars, Eman-
cipation, and the new dispersals of Jews to far-flung continents.
What has taken place is not, assuredly, an abrogation or aban-
donment of the instruments of halakhah's unfolding, but rather a
retrenchment to established patterns and a growing trepidation at
loosening bonds. The development has not been fortuitous. It is
grounded in the facts of the Jewish community during the 19th and
20th centuries; it transpired unavoidably; and it was fostered by the
same essential interests and concerns that had generated, earlier,
halakhah's astounding dynamism and receptivities.

"It is time to work for the Lord, they have made void Thy
law"; "the exigency of the moment"; "in the spirit of Torah"; 'for
the sake of peace"; "for the improvement of the world" -the prin-
ciples remain in force, but their implications and applications cannot
but vary with the situation of the community if they are to have sub-
stance, and they stand, too, in apposition and in constant
equilibrium with other axioms. At times when Judaism is
threatened, the "loosening of a shoestrap" takes on the nature of an
act to be shunned even at the risk of martydrom. 176

From the turn of the 19th century to the middle of this,
European Jewish kekilot were swept again and again by murderous
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persecutions. Jewish community structure crumbled; remnants of
survivors, denied refuge in country after country, hunted and
harassed, dispersed to places where only minuscule nuclei, if any, of
Jewish settement had existed previously. What was left of the
heartland of European Jewish civilization after German brutality
finds itself today in the strangling grip of Soviet tyranny. Once
flourishing centers of Jewish learning in Moslem nations have ceased
to exist, and their refugees challenged by a radically new culture in
what had been the largely Western yishuv of Erets Ysrael. In other,
newly tolerant gentile societies, a huge toll has been exacted of the
Jewish people in membership and allegiance by the license afforded
to the whoring for alien values that neither Moses nor the prophets
could stamp out of the nation.

It has been suggested that the dilution of halakhic dynamism is
a consequence, natural and intrinsic, of the progression-and
decline-of the generations. Direct divine inspiration of halakhah

terminates with the closing of the Talmud, and it is argued that as
every problem and eventuality had been foreseen and dealt with by
the Sages before then, all that remained for future cadres of scholars
was to preserve and promulgate a riveted tradition faithfully. The
proposition is badly flawed. The unfolding of halakhah did not
cease in the year 500, even though the classic texts have searchingly
circumscribed the core of human existence and human dilemmas.
The salient adaptations and innovations of the Rishonim are
separated by a greater distance in time from Sinai, Mishnah, and
Gemara than the modern age is from the medieval and Renaissance
commentators and codifiers. Authoritative halakhic leadership, and
active participation by the people in Torah's unfolding, have not at-
tenuated at a gradual and steady rate to our age, but rather appear to
have contracted severely in the more immediate past.

The surmise is inescapable that the dilution owes considerably
more to concrete and critical circumstance than to an allegedly
unavoidable, inherent impoverishment of halakhic perspicacity and
possibility. There are, to be sure, finite limits to what the Law has to
say of the fundamental situation of man and of his relationship with
the divine, but in the exercise of halakhic principles, and in their jux-
taposition and equilibration, versatility is very broad. Our dearth of
authority today lies not with the scantity of novel key-stone for-

mulations-the repertoire is sufficient, and no "new Sanhedrin to
create new laws" is in order - but with an inhibition of
imaginations and intrepidness in their usage.

The deficiency is prominent now, but it has been experienced
periodically since the passing of the Rishonim. in eras also marked
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by great physical disruptions and upheavals and by a want of com-
munication that engendered the danger that there would proliferate
many local Torahs. For the past century and a half, it has not been
paucity of contact and the spectre of many Laws arising that has cur-
tailed the unfolding of halakhah, but a deep fear that the
disorganized, groping remnants of massive massacres, suddenly ex-

posed to alien philosophies and a radical breakdown of mores and
standards throughout the Western world, intoxicated by the op-
portunities of the new "liberalism" and of a new legitimacy of
flagrantly anti-Judaic "lifestyles," would be left with no Torah at
alL. What was spared of Torah leadership from these attritions could
not possibly recruit, on so many fronts, the vibrancy and far-
sightedness that the hour demanded and that could have better held
the line. The failure must not be condoned; it must be seen and
criticized if it is to be reversed, and it must be reversed if the Jewish
people are to remain a living witness in the world; but it must be un-
derstood and the critique must be compassionate. The discordantly
steep "decline of the generations" since the Rishonim has clearly
taken place against a background of mounting catastrophe, and only
by a very close clinging to the tradition did it seem possible to secure
its continuity.

It must be emphasized unmistakably that for all this, the
"freeze" in halakhic reactivity has been far from absolute. The
"brilliance of the ghetto" was not "sterile," even if it seems more
than occasionally detached from telling practicality. In place of a
profound, continuous engagement with all the issues of the day, the
rabbis may have sought too often in recent times to exclude a harsh,
hostile world that seemed increasingly to teeter on brinks of collec-
tive insanity. We know the results of this withdrawal; they have been
little short of tragic. And yet it must not be forgotten that halakhic
learning and rendition endured, intensively, in even the most isolated
and sequestered communities. The continuum of halakhah has not
been torn, and even where enlightenment was wanting, the crucial
holding action of the Law's loyalists did not abate. Neither must it
be forgotten that sensitivity to the driving, overriding dicta of
halakhah has not been gainsaid, even where it has been grasped
narrowly or introverted; nor that halakhah's tools for its unfolding,
if at times suspended, have never been denied.

Renewal and Return: Seeking

Thus, it is not true that halakhah must now "change." There is
nothing in the halakhic construct that does, or could, require
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"change"; we are not confronted with a moribund organism, in
need of unfamiliar measures of resuscitation. The call now is,
rather, for a reutilization of the tools that have always been invoked,
and that are there for the using.

The arena has changed. New and strong halakhic communities
have arisen in the free world. The State of Israel has taken on cen-
trality in Jewish life; there is coming to the fore a torat erets yisrael,
distilled by the vivified community of return to the dimension of its
land, and addressed to Jews in all the Diaspora. If for the searing
period through which the People has passed "It is time to work for
the Lord, they have made void Thy law" has had to mean a turning
inwards, a tightening and reticence, then today the precept must
again animate a reasoned and compassionate engagement with the
needs of Jews who, alien idols shattered behind them, are beginning
to turn in growing numbers, groping to rediscover ancient rhythms.

In the philosophy of halakhah in its entirety, and of all of
Judaism, compass points of orientation are often set at far coor-
dinates. Yet polarization is disallowed, categorically. Instead, the
Jew is impelled to a life-long seeking of dimensions of commonness,
complementarity, and unity in what often appears a paradox of

teaching; in the process of the search, the vibrancy of spirit is
vouchsafed. The Jew cannot remain static, any more than the
revealed and inspired texts before him have been permitted to be,
from within themselves, and yet he is always contrained, even the
most learned and imaginative, from violence to the tradition. A dif-
ficult walking, and often uncertain, but the only path that stretches
toward incandescence.

The Rabbinic insistence on unrclenting toil in the vineyard of
Torah 177 -hafokh bah ve'hafokh bah de'kola bah (turn it, viz., the
Torah, the Law, over and over for all is contained within it)I78-is
not hyperbole, but a warrant of necessity. Over all its reaches, the
light of compassion persists in the Law, in its adaptive unfolding
as in its elassical deposition, but to illuminate the light must be
reflected.

The required surface of reflection is the House of IsraeL. In its
preoccupation with Torah, Torah is made large. The Gemara in
Baba Metzia condenses the thought poignantly in its account of the
death of the Amora Rabbi Johanan, who had been inseparable
friend and companion in study of Resh Lakish, also an Amora until
a falling out separated the men shortly before the latter's passing:

Resh Lakish died, and R. Johanan was plunged into inconsolable grief. Said
the Rabbis, "Who shall go to ease his mind? let R. Eleazer b. Pedath go,
whose disquisitions on Torah are very subtle." So he went and sat before
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him; and on every ruling uttered by R. Johanan he observed: "There is indeed
a baraita (extra-Mishnaic tannaitic statement) that supports you! "Are you
the son of I.akisha?" he cried out: "when I stated a law, the son of Lakisha
was wont to raise twenty-four objections, to which I have twenty-four an-
swers, and from our words Torah grew large-ravtah shamaita-and you say

'A baraita has been taught which supports you!'-do I not know myself that
my dicta are right?" And he went on rending his garments and weeping,

"Where arc you, 0 son of Lakisha, where are you, 0 son of Lakisha?" he
cried thus until his reason left him. Thereupon the Rabbis prayed for him,
and he died. 179

A question raised by the passage is why, if the Rabbis had the power
of intcrcession for R. .Johanan, did they not pray for his recovery

from grief rather than for his death? Perhaps, for R. Johanan, life
no longer held meaning once the only companion with whom
disputation could enlarge, give wing to, Torah was gone; only death
could now resolve his hopeless despair. 180

But, what is meant by ravtah shamaita? If Torah and arcanum
have been transmitted at Sinai, what room is there for enlargement?
How are we, in effect, to understand thc idea that the men of Assem-
blies speak the words of the living God, when fresh and variant
rulings are laid down in each generation-and the words of God had
already been spoken in the wilderness?

Again, the tension. The immutable Torah forever renewed and
amplified in the coven ental community of the Assemblies; absolute
truth come to expression in the continuum of time by the nuanced
claboration of the moment. Is that mystery? It is proposed in the
Zohar:

How greatly it is incumbent on a man to study the Torah day and night! For
the Holy One, blessed be He, is attentive to the voice of those who occupy
themselves with the Torah, and through each fresh discovery made by them in
the Torah a new heaven is created. Our teachers have told us that at the
moment when a man expounds something new in the Torah, his utterance
ascends before the Holy One, blessed be He, and He takes it up and kisses it
and crowns it with seventy crowns of graven and inscribed letters. 

181

The function of the Jew is clear in any event: immersion in the sea of
Torah. Only thereby can the intertwined threads-immutability and
diffraction-be maintained.

The analogy to prophecy is telling.182 The unfolding both of
halakhah and of prophecy-for as long as prophets were given to
Israel-derives from an archetypic missive that clamors for
realization in the variegated experience of every generation, in every
place. The impelling code, patrimony of the Jewish people and
through them of the world, is expressed in all the diversified
possibilitics of recombinant principle. The variance of expres-
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sion-Moses startled by Akiva's Torah which is that of Sinai-is
not, then, de novo, random, a fiat of ambience; every manifestation

can be unravelled back to the one original pool of revelation.
Prophecy has ceased, but the unfolding of the Law persists,

even after its canon, in the formal sense, was closed with the

Talmud. And the urgency of the delving in Torah remains un-
mitigated today. It is an exercise of devotion no less than of ex-

plication, the study and the living of halakhah acts of grace and ser-
vice183 now as in the academies of the Gallil and Babylon. There are
no longer prophets to convey and exhort. We would be adrift but for
the dimension of Torah and mitsvot, from which man can at all
times launch his quest for knowing.

Shneor Zalman of Liadi, 18th century founder of the chabad
movement in hasidism wrote:

"Behold with regard to every intellectual perception, when one understands
and grasps an idea in his mind, the mind seizes the idea and encompasses it in
thought so that the idea is hcld, surrounded and enelosed in the mind in which
it is comprehended. Conversely, the mind is clothed by an idea which it has
grasped. Thus, when one understands fully a halakhah in the Mishnah or the
Gemara, his mind seizes the law and encompasses it, and at the same time the
mind is encompassed by the halakhah. Now, behold, the halakhah is the
wisdom and wil of the Holy One, blessed be He, for it was His will that,
when for instance, Reuben pleads thus and Shimon pleads thus, the ruling
shall be thus. And even if, in fact, a case such as this has never come before
the courts and never shall, nonetheless, it has been the wil of the Holy One,
blessed be He, that this is the rule; and therefore, when a man knows and
grasps in his mind this halakhah in accordance with the decision laid down in
l\llishnah or Gemara or the (later) Codes, he in fact grasps and encompasses
the will and wisdom of the Holy One, blessed be He-Whom no thought can
grasp, neither His will nor His wisdom, except as they are elothed in the laws
set out for us. This is a wondrous union, like which there is no other in the
dimension of the material, a virtual oneness and unity. . . . In this lies the
supcrior virtue, greater and more wonderful in every way, that the mitsvah of
knowing and comprehending the Torah holds over all mitsvot of action, and
even over those of speech, and even over the commandment to study the
Torah by speech (as distinct from knowled~e of the Torah). For performance
of all the mitsvot of speech and deed results in that the Holy One, blessed be
He, elothes the soul and envelopes it in His light. . . . But with regard to the
knowledge of the Torah, apart from the fact that the mind is elothed with the
wisdom of the Lord, that wisdom (now) lies within the mind; (it is there) to
the measure that the intellect comprehends, grasps, and encompasses, each
man grasping and comprehending of the knowledge of the Torah according
to the powers of his intellect, wisdom, and perception. . . . Seeing that by the
knowledge of the Torah, man's mind and soul are enelotbed and en-
compassed by it, Torah is called the bread and sustenance of the soul; for just
as material nourishment sustains the body it enters and is transformed into
flesh and blood. . . so too with regard to knowlcdgc of the Torah and its
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comprehension by the soul of the person who studies Torah with dedication
and concentration, until the Torah is absorbed by the intellect and is united
with it and they become one. ..184

God, Torah, and Israel are one corpus;185 consummation of the

unity the task within reach of every Jew, by the strength of his effort
and his capacity to discern. And the effort must be mounted in the
existential tension that defines the individual: To teach me modesty,
I am reminded that the gnat preceded me in the order of creation;186
yet thc rcsponsibility on my shouldcrs is cosmic: "Every single per-
son is obliged to say, For my sake was the world created. "187

BRIDGES AND UNITY: SUMMA nON

There is here brought into focus another axiom of halakhah's
intricate structure: Study of the Law is not only a cognitive function,
but also a form of worship and a bridge between God and man.
From this perspective alone, the imputation that much of halakhic
literature is dull, pedantic, and largely irrelevant to the issues of the
day, the vapidity now to be suffered only for halakhah's venerable

past or remaining historical interest (Montefiore held that "If a very
big percentage of the halakhic portion of the Rabbinic literature
were dcstroycd . . . our modern rcligious life would hardly be af-
fccted . . ."), i 88 is patently facetious. It is in a large sense immaterial
whether the litigations of Reuben and Shimon, or the questionable
purity of tiled ovens, are, were, or shall ever be concrete conun-

drums. There is more than one dimension to the halakhic world.
Beyond specific imitatio dei, we are afforded in halakhah un-
paralleled opportunities for apprehending an ethical doctrine whose
inclusive validity transcends specific setting, and thereby for the at-
tachment to divinity which makes every member of the House of
Israel part of the body organic of the Shehinah. 189 Halakhah stands
in no need of pragmatic exculpation from the charge of insipidity. 190

As pointed out by Rav Walter Wurzburger, 
191 there is danger

inherent in overemphasizing the ycarning for a mystic union with
God in the realm of halakhah. In analyzing the halakhic philosophy
of Volozhin, contemporary of the Ba'al Ha'Tania, Rav Wurzburger
writes:

Significantly, many of the foremost halakhic thinkers displayed a proclivity
for this mystic approach. Even such a staunch advocate of a rigorous

Halakhah-centered orientation as Rabbi Hayyirn of Volozin could not com-
pletely suppress his monistic longings. They come to the fore in a passage in
which the illusory character of all existential diversity is unabashedly ad-
mitted. Developing the kabbalisiic notion of the "Higher Unity" to its logical
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conelusion, Rabbi Hayyim acknowledges that, metaphysically speaking, Ab-
solute Reality is constituted of undifferentiated oneness. "In truth, from His
side, all of existence is filled with His being, without any separations, distinc-
tions, or divisions, as if creations had not taken place at alL." Rabbi Hayyim
is, of course, quick to recognize that such an attitude is completely in-

compatible with any form of normative Judaism. This is why he immediately
proceeds with the important proviso: "We arc neither capable nor permitted
to contemplate this fact at all, but must seek to perform His mitsvot in the
world that is revealed to our understanding." Obviously, the very foundation
of the Halakhah would collapse if all distinctions were merely of an ilusory
character. Large segments of Jewish law presuppose the reality of spatial and
temporal distinctions. Even more disastrous would be another corollary of
viewing the world from the perspective of the "Higher Unity." If God's

Presence permeates equally all reality, thcn the very difference between the
sacred and the profane, the pure and the impure, between good and evil itself,
would be completely obliterated. . . . Rabbi Ilayyim could not brook any
world view that would assign only relative importance to halakhic norms. In a
manner so characteristic of the essentially pluralistic approaches of halakhic
Judaism, he docs not even attempt to resolve the tension between his mystic,
monistic learnings and his halakhic, pluralistic orientation. Instead, he
pragmatically postulates the existence of finite, individual entities as in-
dispensable to the functioning of the halakhic process. . . the halakhists at-
tachment to the world of existential diversity is typified by Rabbi Hayyim's
trenchant observations concerning the proper motivation for Torah study. In
the Hasidic scheme, the study of Torah was looked upon as a means to com-
municate with God. This view is rejected by Rabbi Hayyim who insisted that
Torah Ushmah was taken literally as the study of the Torah for its own sake.
Superficially, the argument rests on solid, practical ground. It is, of course,
impossible to concentrate upon involved and intricate talmudic problems if
concern for mystical union with God diverts one's attention from the legal
question at hand. In reality, however, the issue goes far deeper than the

requirements of the psychology of learning which call for a maximum of un-
divided attention for the attainment of optimum results. The very ideal of
losing oneself in the all-embracing Onc elashes with the spirit of the Halakhah
which emphasizes serving the One in and through a pluralistic world. Hence,
we should study Torah to comprehand the divine will as it relates to man's
task on earth, not to reach thc mystic goal of bittul ha-yesh (the obliteration
of individuality in the union with God).

The tension is tangible, and Hayyim of Volozhin's posture is a
step toward integrative subsumption. How guard against the an-
tinomian hazard inherent in the magnetic pulling of Torah toward
final hittul ha-yesh? Where the balance between the overriding unity
with Cìods presence endows the cosmos, and the resilience of a Law
addressed to the existential plurality of human existence? Both the
unity and the plurality are realities. There is no attempt at facile
fusion, in the sense of retreat from the imperative veracity of each,
at a dilution or blurring of distinction. Rather, the polar points are
left standing, each autonomous and each demanding satisfaction,
and wholeness of the seeker's conception cast with the demand on
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him to discover, for himself, the larger matrix in which both truths
coexist.

Transcendent oneness in the universe is truth. So is another
facet of the same reality, the multisplendored substance of the

material world and the infinite variety of human soul and soma.
"The supreme King of Kings, the Holy One, blessed be He,
fashioned every man in the stamp of the first man, and yet not one
of them resembles his fellow."I92 Neither facet is illusory. Man is
directed to communion with his Maker not by abdication of his in-
dividuality and not by abdication of his powers of discernment be-
tween good and evil, but rather by acting as the unique instrument of
His wil on earth. And in its forever, internal dialogue between tran-
scendent principle and temporal application, halakhah and only
halakhah holds the means of attaining to the dimension of unity by
all the lanes of individual sentience and transaction.

Valid arguments can be adduced for and against an emphasis on
the study of other, manifestly pietistic works as auxiliary to the
ethical pursuit within halakhah. Advocates of the mussar movement
have taken one position, those of the curricula of many of the
Lithuanian yeshivot an opposing one. It is abundantly self-evident
that there are resident in the sensitive comprehension of both the
meaning and the specified requirements of halakhah the potentials
for highest ethical achievement;193 left open to debate is the possible

significance of additional aids.
Referring to Rav Emanuel Rackman's treatment of the subject,

Wurzburger characterizes the halakhic structure as incorporating
"divergent and even antithetical values within a system of law. The
attainment of this objective is due to the ingenious system of checks
and balances, preventing anyone principle from completely
dominating the sphere of morality. Thus the halakhah succeeds in

combining a stress upon moral laws with an awareness that all moral
principles must be handled with care, lest their rigorous arp1.ication,
without counterbalancing safeguards, yield a harvest of moral

paradoxes and absurdities"; and, " . . . the Halakha shows the way
to human freedom, which must not be confounded with idolatrous
self-emancipation smacking of self-deification. Far from crushing
the inner life of man under the stream roller of uniformity and con-
formity, the Halakha paves the way for the maximum development
of individuality in a world rich in variety and diversity. For in the
final analysis, the Halakha points beyond itself-beyond a uniform
and objectively valid religious code-to the manif ld approaches
that are available to man in his quest for a life of hoiiness." 194 Such

an understanding of halakhah is conditioned on appreciation of
both its motivating moment and its intricate, unique construct.
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Halakhah is a self-sufficient edifice. The self-sufficiency does
not imply a closedness to the fluid realities of human circumstance
and need, but rather a sclf-containment of fundamentals.

It is not a cooption of foreign teaching that contributes to

halakhic genesis and diversity. Authentic Judaism rejccts thc in-
troduction of any conception that clashes with its principles as
avodah zarah ("foreign service"; for the Jew, idolatry), and not
only dissonant values but also dissonant techniques to supposedly

analogous ends.l95 There is no happenstance to the unfolding of the
Law; the lines are held true to the source. As a living, encompassing
law of life, halakhah is a matrix that absorbs and weighs ambient
thought and conduct, but their admissibility is always tested by
criteria of halakhah's own animating drive-and where found ac-
ceptable they are not, in fact, alien-hostile but rather part of the an-
ticipations and possibilities of the unfolding: the breadth of the Law
and of its internal means of address subsume every conceivable

profile of situation and phase. It is a constant adaptation of esscnce
to the contingencies of time and place that must be undcrstood as the
unfolding.

The adaptive process bridges the specifics of halakhic rulings
and their impellng conceptual bases and contexts. Divorced from
the source, experienced in a spiritual vacuum, halakhic specifics can
indeed be pcrccived as pedestrian and trite. Seen in their totality, on
the other hand, individual laws and regulations are transported, for
any seeming triviality, to a dimension of vast significance: they
become specifications of an organic pattern of existence that would
leave no transaction of the individual outside the scope of sanc-

tification and union, and no individual, however limited and narrow
in horizon, disenfranchised from the nation of priests that is
Isracl.l96

Where the synthesis between halakhic specifics and basics ap-
pears to go unrequited, it is indeed obligatory to question whether
the deciding authorities have truly grasped the principles at stake.
That question is often at heart of the unceasing disputations that

mark the continuum of the unfolding, and of the winnowing by the
criteria at the corc.

Halakhah and only halakhah provides all the bridges that must
be travcrsed to sanity and fulfilment, by the individual Jew and by
his society. Individual man, the microcosm, stands poised at
crossings, every moment of his life: to his creator; to the enormous
potentials resident in his own being; to his fellows, in widening cir-
cles of family, tribe, nation, world; to the continuity of his past and
his future. Only halakhah provides fully the matrices, anchors,
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means, and orientation to the journeys across chasms that man takes
from birth to death, and only halakhah accompanies him the length
of his years.

DILEMMAS

The Jew confronted by halakhic dilemma must take into ac-
count that not every desire and demand accruing from his personal
or societal circumstance is, in fact, valid in the light of Torah, or of
his own larger interests, even where ideation and exigency of the
moment clamor for satisfaction. He must also recognize halakhah as
the majestic body of constitutional law that it is. The flow of
authority and authenticity of Torah deliquesces from a single locus

as the generations unfold. Halakhah is terra sancta, its ilumination
the flame of the unconsumed bush, its dialogue the record of God
and man in quest of each other and of man in quest of himself.

This recognition enforces patience. Constitutional law cannot,
by definition, adapt with the rapidity that situational concatenations
may in themselves justifiably advocate. Halakhah constitutes eternal
links for both the People and the person, and the dimensions of time
in which halakhah transpires comprise both that of the present and
that sub specie aeternitatis.

Hakakhah is in truth infinitely capable of facet in response to
the multifaceted problems in its purview, but the tempo of the
response cannot be other than measured. There thus occur
unavoidable conflcts of rights-the immediacy of personal ad-

vantage juxtaposed against the constitutionality and integrity of the
Law. Momentary personal interests may thus be, on occasion,
suspended, and this is in fact most likely to be the case where organic
Jewish community and standards crumble and halakhah must cope
with startling departures and exceptions. (It is of interest to note the
spontaneity and ease with which entrance to the Jewish people could
be effected for Ruth the Moabite: where the fabric of life is
halakhic-the poor glean the harvest's leftovers, the custom of yib-
bum is practiced, judges expound the Law at the gate of the
city-the community can absorb far more easily than in a period
marked by the dilemmas accruing from the shattering of code and
ethic.)197

The Jew who believes that halakhah's unfolding should take
certain directions to accommodate new needs has the privilege, in-
deed the duty, to assert his claim. Halakhah responds-cannot but
respond-to advocacy and appeal, but the character of the riposte is
set, too, by the character of claim and claimant. The more con-
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vincing the loyalty of the respondent to the whole of the Law, the
greater is his persuasiveness that it is not overthrow or erosion but a
filfullment that is pleaded. The history of halakhah is very clear on
this: loyalists are powerful proponents of its unfolding.

Nonethcless, the goals sought by the individual may not be
given him when wanted, even in instances where they are proven,
retrospectively, worthy of the accommodation. The recourse of the
Jew who thus feels himself halakhically disadvantaged must bc a
philosophic onc. The perpetuation of Judaism does call for sacrifice.
Resort to epi-halakhic vehicles of change, and insistence on an un-
due precipitousness of the unfolding, can only be steps to a pyrrhic
victory. And, discom fitUfe or disadvantage takes on different
meaning when felt in isolation and when as part of the totality of a
life, and as an aspect of the mystic cntity God-Israel-Torah of which
each Jew is a component. The person who gains insight into the
meaning of halakhah perceives the Law as challenge and goal, not as
confrontation and conflict. One frame of this perception must bring
into view the tension of his own being: the incomparable importancc
of his individuality, but too, of the body of which he is member.

The first and foremost task set the Jew is dedication of his being
to the guarding of the Law, his Law. The inviolability of its stan-
dards is the most urgent call to each member of the People. Where
the individual is unpreparcd or incapable of fulfilling all its de-
mands, he still owcs halakhah a debt of truth: to live with the self-
acknowledgment of imperfection and to stand in defense of the stan-
dards to which all Jews must aspire, for they are our life and the
length of our days.

Erev Pesah 574 t
Tam Ve-lo Nishlam

NOTES

123. See for examplc, thc discussion on vs. : ". . , (Onc) Master holds

(that) an halakhah is preferable and the (other) Master holds that a practical decision is
(of) greater (importance). Our Rabbis taught: The halakhah may not be derived either
from theoretical (conclusion) or from a practical (decision) unless one has been told
(that) the halakhah (is to be taken as a rule) for practical decisions. (Oncc a person has)
asked and was informed (that) an halakah (was to be taken as a guide) for practical
decisions, he may continue to give practical decIsions (accordingly), provided he draws
no comparisons. Vv'hat (could be meant by) 'provided he draws no comparisons'?

Surely, in the entire (domain of) Torah comparisons are made! - R. Ashi said: It is this
that was meant: Provided one draws no comparisons in (ritual questions relating to)
trefot (diseased animals which, though correctly slaughtered, arc forbiddcn for con-
sumption). For it was taught: In (the laws of) irejol it must not bc said this (one) is equal
to that (i.e., and thus derive one law in one instance from another law pertaining to a
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separate instance). .. R. Assi said to R. Johanan: 'May we, when the Master tells us:
"The halakah is so and so, II give a practical decision accordingly?' He said: 'Do not use
it as a practical guide unless I deelare (it to be) an halakah in (connection with) a prac-
tical decision' "(Baba Bathra 130b; see also Rashi on passage). For similar passages, see

Baha Batra 83a, Shabbal2la.
124. See Mishnah 't'duyyol 1/4-6: "And why do they record the opinions of Shammai and

Hillel to set them aside? - To teach the following generations that a man should not
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